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ABOUT 
 
 
 

About the Institute:  
Haldia Institute of Technology (HIT) is founded in 1996, and located about 138 Km 

away from Kolkata. It is situated at the heart of the Haldia, which is a major port, and is 

encircled by several industries. The Institute is well connected to Kolkata and Kharagpur by 

rail and road. It has a sprawling campus of 49 acres of land. There are 12 B.Tech courses, 

along with 5 M.Tech, MCA, and MBA courses. It has also a separate central computing 

facility and a central library. It comprises of modern facilities like Wi-fi campus, Smart Class 

room, Bank, Departmental Store, Post Office, Medical Store, Restaurants etc. National 

Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC) accredited the institute with „A‟ grade. 

About the ECE Department:  
The Department of Electronics & Communication Engineering was established in 

1998 and it was started as Electronics & Telecommunication Engineering with 34 students 

and 4 specialized laboratories only in initial days of Haldia Institute of Technology. The 

course curriculum was previously under Vidyasagar University and later it came under 

Moulana Abul Kalam Azad University of Technology (formerly West Bengal University of 

Technology) from 2001. National Board of Accreditation (NBA) accredited the department in 

2004 and 2007 subsequently. Presently, it has intake capacity of 120 students in B.Tech 

Programme and 36 students in M.Tech. Programme in Microelectronics and VLSI Design. 

The department has included several well equipped laboratories for both UG and PG 

students. Departmental library contains text/reference books more than 577 titles. Department 

also plays a crucial role interms of social service and providing Job oriented practical training 

to school students of nearby area as per community development programme. Pass out 

students are successfully placed in many MNCs in last couple of years. ECE dept. also 

organizes several workshops, Conferences, Trainings, and Seminar etc. at regular interval in 

each academic session. Department provides a technical platform for the students of HIT as 

IETE Students Forum (ISF). Departmental students are very much active in extra-curricular 

activities besides regular study. Department publishes Annual print Magazine „iArtefacts‟, 

Wall magazine „The ECE Vision‟ and Technical Newsletter „Impulse‟ at regular intervals.  

Former Head of the Department(s):  

Mr. Santi Prasad Maity (1998-2001) 

Mr. Goutam Lohar (2001-2005) 

Mr. Asim Kumar Jana (2005-2009)  

Dr. Sunandan Bhunia (2009-2015)  
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Director 
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MESSAGE 
 
 

                                   I am very much glad to note that the students of Electronics & 

Communication Engineering department of Haldia Institute of Technology are going to 

publish the second edition of the Magazine „iArtefacts’. It is an immense pleasure to know 

that the magazine covers technical, nontechnical papers of the present day interest. It is a 

great job for the Electronics & Communication Engineering students.  

                                   Today the society seeks a generation of young people who are not only 

trained to think innovatively in every field. No doubt that they have to study a lot of the 

developments in the Electronics & Communication Engineering field. Specially in the field 

of optical communication there are lots of developments. But, at the same time, the students 

are expected to meet tough challenges and create opportunities in unconventional areas in a 

very short span with unprecedented success. It is my strong belief that obstacles do not deter 

success, rather, they enhance one‟s possibilities to succeed. This type of Magazine with vast 

diversification will make young generation expert in all trades. Electronics & Communication 

Engineers of one field should not be expert in their own field only, but they will be expert in 

all fields like story writing, poem writing, drawing natural scenario etc. The engineers should 

have tremendous observing powers. The eyes of the engineers should be opened to observe 

all types of innovative ideas and thoughts which are being implemented throughout the 

world. The interdisciplinary approach is also being exhibited in the present magazine. I am 

extremely happy to learn that all the ECE students are deeply involved in it. 

                                    From the core of my heart, I convey my best wishes to all the students 

of ECE and congratulate all the committee members for their sincere and hard work. I hope, 

this magazine will appear as a breeze of fresh air and will encourage the youth to do 

constructive work and take the society forward.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



                                                                                Prof. (Dr.) Asit Kumar Saha 

                                                                                Principal 

                                                                            Haldia Institute of Technology 

Haldia, Purba Medinipur 
 

 
 
 

MESSAGE 
 
 

                              I am glad to know that the Department of Electronics and 

Communication Engineering is going to publish the second edition of its annual techno-

cultural magazine “iArtefacts” in May, 2017.  

 

                              Innovation in Science and Technology is a highly philosophical 

subject. Congested mind cannot think freely unless it is relax with cultural taste. Swami 

Vivekananda believed education is the manifestation of perfection already in men. So, 

even we put efforts to impart education to match the advancement of technology; it would 

not be effective if it is not complimented with something where the thoughts of our young 

generation are reflected. Here, techno-cultural magazine can play a major role to manifest 

our thoughts and views towards its perfection. 

  

                             “iArtefacts” has many features which will instill many good qualities 

not only in our young generation but also in all of us involved in this activity. It will try to 

inculcate creativity, innovation and confidence on all of them.  

   

                             This magazine is a milestone that marks our growth, unfolds our 

imaginations, and gives life to our thoughts and aspirations. It unleashes a wide spectrum 

of creative skills ranging from writing to editing and even in designing the magazine. So, 

it is almost like dreams to get the magazine publish. 

  

                               I congratulate the entire team of “iArtefacts” and the contributing 

authors for their hard work and dedication in making this dream into reality.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Prof. (Dr.) Bikash Bepari 

                                                              Dean, Student Welfare 

                                                 Haldia Institute of Technology  
Haldia, Purba Medinipur 

 
 
 
 

MESSAGE 
 
 

                         It is a matter of great elation that our much revered Department of 

Electronics and Communication Engineering is going to publish the second edition of its 

techno-literary magazine „iArtefacts’ to uphold the innate credential of students, faculty 

members and staff members. If we believe into the adage by Swami Vivekananda that 

“Education is the manifestation of the perfection already in man”, then it is quite ensured 

that this manifestation ability, is not be fortified by rudimentary academics until and unless it 

is subtracted with other co-curricular and extracurricular abilities. 

 

                                     The Human learning process comprises of three stages sensing, 

generation and manifestation. In this pursuit, if science is not blended with sense, if 

culmination of new ideas are not harnessed to it generation ability, perhaps we will be far 

behind making Human Being being human. This initiative therefore believes towards 

achieving excellence in man making protocol. 

 

                                     Moreover, ‘iArtefacts’ means something observed in a scientific 

investigation or experiment that is not naturally present but occurs as a result of the 

preparative or investigative procedure and in connection to the name of the magazine; I 

solemnly believe that the Electronics and Communication Engineering fraternity will 

certainly impart a shape to this tiny magazine to embark the meaning of the same in the days 

to come. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Prof. (Dr.)  Deabassi Giri 

Dean, SECI                                                                            

 Haldia Institute of Technology 

Haldia, Purba Medinipur 
 

 
 

MESSAGE 
 

I am extremely happy to know that the department of Electronics and 

Telecommunication Engineering (ECE) of Haldia Institute of Technology, Haldia, West 

Bengal-721657, India is bringing out their departmental magazine, “i Artefacts”  in the 

month of may in 2017. Technoculture is accepting both creative works that use new media, 

preferably on the subject of technology, and essays from a broad range of academic 

disciplines that focus on cultural studies of technology. So, through the publication of the 

magazine, students, teachers and staffs can share and spread their information and ideas 

among the Globe. 

In addition to the numerous achievements of the ECE department this 

is yet another mile stone in their curricular and co-curricular activities. My hearty gratitude 

goes to all members of the “i Artefacts”, Techno-Cultural Magazine of ECE department for 

their valuable efforts to make a successful publication. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

KUMARI SURAVI 

[3
RD

 YEAR] 



                                                                                Prof. (Dr.) Jaydeb Bhaumik 

                                                        Head,  

Dept. of Electronics & Communication Engineering 

                                                                            Haldia Institute of Technology 

Haldia, Purba Medinipur 
 

 
 

MESSAGE 
 

                                        I am pleased to know that our Electronics and Communication 

Engineering Department is going to publish the second issue of Techno-Cultural Magazine 

„iArtefacts‟. Departmental magazine is a milestone that marks our growth, unfolds our 

imaginations, and gives life to our thoughts and aspirations. It unleashes a wide spectrum of 

creative skills ranging from painting, writing to editing and even in designing the magazine. I 

would like to congratulate the entire editorial team and contributors for their hard work and 

dedication in making this dream come true. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
KUMARI SURAVI 

[3RD YEAR] 



                                                                               Tirthadip Sinha 

                                                                                Assistant Professor (ECE) 

                                                                            Haldia Institute of Technology 
 
 
 
 

EDITOR’S NOTE 

 

                    Once again, the students of ECE Dept. are proudly going to publish 

unique creation in the form of Annual print magazine „iArtefacts‟ which serves as a good 

platform to showcase the literary and artistic segment of the ECE family. The magazine 

reflects and encompasses the diversity inherent to the educational, technical, cultural and 

sports activities of the department as well as the institute level. „iArtefacts‟ has given 

students the opportunity to find their voice and write about topics they care about.  

 

                              In this second edition, Editorial Board also tries to form a bridge between 

flowing thoughts and artistic magnification of the budding engineers. Student editors/section 

members seem so talented to expand their horizons successfully working side by side with 

faculty members. They have sharpened not only writing and editing skills but also team 

management and leadership skills. I‟m happy to work with such incredible people who have 

the creative mind and same drive to enjoy the process truly. 

 

Here‟s the message to our enthusiastic students members:  

You all are so awesome for offering such a fantastic opportunity for writers/artists of the 

department and the institute. You all are special and done a great job. 

 

                              A very special thanks to Prof.(Dr.) Jaydeb Bhaumik, HoD-ECE, HIT and 

Prof.(Dr.) M.N. Bandyopadhyay, Director, HIT, for their faith, encouragement and consistent 

support in the process. Also, thanks to our advertisers to help us printing this edition at 

nominal price like previous edition. Thanks to everybody for making „iArtefacts - 2017‟ so 

special and helping us to improve personally as well as professionally. „Team iArtefacts‟ 

hope to build on the same ethos just as much during the upcoming academic years. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                                  

 

 

STUDENT EDITORS NOTE 

And The Expedition Continues..... 

                       “It always seems impossible until it‟s done”. And this is how the Core Team 

Crash Course started. At the beginning, very often we have to contend with the additional 

challenge of managing all the paraphernalia just like a school boy‟s small table. The first 

aspect was to figure out the overall direction, theme and structure. But as the team was new, 

we didn‟t want to follow the general structure set in previous years and keep those learning in 

mind. The objective was up for grabs though & as the name suggests Techno-Cultural 

magazine, we started off quite technically following the theme of “Digital India”. The 

Content Submission Form was online this time and the Promotional Teaser made the 

inception a massive HIT.   

                        The most important aspect was to manage the Sponsors. Marketing is the main 

thing that needs to be done in the initial stages. The Sponsors of the magazine area 

combination of repeat and fresh sponsors. We approached the sponsors with presentation and 

brochures showcasing events that might attract them .We tried to make presentation sponsor 

specific. A lot of cold-calling ensued in the initial period. Hectic Negotiations happen too and 

both the sponsor money and deliverables are discussed. This process started at least two 

months prior to the printing. 

                        Although the planning was started earlier but we were all perplexed about how 

to execute our plans .We combined the ideas of every member of the team to make the 

magazine unique and more innovative than the first version of it. And the content level be as 

such that anybody who goes through any of the pages would find themselves lost in the 

paradise of words and creativity. The amalgamation was done to set a bar for the students to 

blend in all the topics related to their interest .So in order to do so, we divided the magazine 

into four sections namely Picture Perfect, Youth Central, Campus Insider & Tech Trends. It‟s 

a full package of Art, Literature, Color and the name itself creates an ambience all over 

“iArtefacts”- truly, the first ever departmental Magazine printed and circulated in our 

college. 

                         It was a crazy ride with many feelings attached to it and we learned a lot 

through the process. The task and the time bounds by TS Sir left us awestruck sometimes but 

little did we know that it is the time pressure that gets to people. Sir guided us, supported us 

and showed faith on us and most important thing taught us never to lose Hope as “Hope is a 

good thing, May be the Best of Things and No good Thing Ever Dies”.  

                         We have had some snappy moments some breakdowns. It wasn‟t rosy all the 

times but all‟s well that ends well .In the end it is an experience that is something many 

people in the team would cherish throughout their lives.  

 

Aman Raj 

Deepshikha 

                                    Anup Singh 

3
rd

 Year B.Tech, ECE 
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SHE 

                               -DEEPSHIKHA 

[3RD YEAR] 

 

 
She was always that one girl embraced by all, 

Youngest in the family, daddy’s little doll, 

Until one day her confidence dissolved … 

At home she was safe they always thought … 

 

Then where was all her mischievous gone???  

And why was any one of her giggles not 

found??? 

Her brother sometimes asked to mom, 

Why is she not mocking around??? 

But no one knew, what made her quiet!!! 

But no one knew the reason of her fright!!! 

 

But no one knew, what made her change??? 

They would expect her to be the same … 

Inside she cried in utter pain, 

Her heart, her soul, her childish play … 

Was plundered within a second, followed by 

every other day … 

 

And now her fear grew so profound … 

She would rather, elope that place, 

Whenever she heard him coming around… 

 

He would bring her chocolates, he would 

bring her gifts. 

His touch was brutal, his actions so harsh  

Her dignity was shaken, her childhood, torn 

apart... 

Yes! She was in need of severe help… 

But never could she figure out, whom to tell 

… 

 

At home she was always taught, 

To stay away from stranger, 

Dear, you might get kidnapped!!! 

But now at home, she felt all sacked!!! 

They always thought at home she was safe, 

But, her misery taught her something else!!! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TRUE FRIENDS 

-ARKO PROBHO DASH                                                                 

[3RD YEAR] 
A friend in need- 

Is a friend indeed; 

Is a saying that befits? 

Each and every creed. 

 

Friends are the people, 

Who never ask why? 

But who simply can live, 

For you and also die. 

 

People who want, 

No favor from you. 

People who help you, 

When you are without any clue. 

People who wish you and not just best, 

But best of all, 

People who reply  

At your every call.  
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People to whom, 

You hold a lot of worth fullness; 

People to whom, 

You have the worldly mirthfulness. 

 

People who calm you, 

When you are in stress; 

People whose memory,  

You always want to embrace. 

 

People who walk in, 

When everyone walks out, 

We call them true friends, 

Without any doubt...  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IN ABSENCE OF LIGHT 

AYUSH DUTTA                                                                  
[3RD YEAR] 

 
Sitting by the candle light, 

Lost in an unfathomed thought, 

Wishing it penetrated the darkness, 

Of which my heart is now wrought. 

Surrounded by the mocking absence of light, 

Stumbling upon words to carve down my 

plight. 

 

The pain within is now overflowing, 

It’s growing, growing and just growing. 

As the eyes now disown a tear, 

My words liquefy into a smear. 

 

On the dusk of 19th October, 

I wish I hadn’t fallen for her. 

Had a feeling till then unknown, 

Today I wish I had never known. 

 

There isn’t a thing I can find, 

To forget her, she was one of a kind. 

Gone! Her eyes, her smile, the smell of her 

hair, 

Left I picking pieces of myself in despair. 

 

Immaterial how deep the wound, 

How remorseful the crime, 

Lies a single healer, time...!!! 

Be quick, be gentle! For I have no joy nor 

sorrow, 

Just a terrible void no one can borrow. 

 

Was I wrong or the time not right? 

I ask myself through a tormented night. 

Blowing the candle, seeing it envelope me, 

Two darkness’s, now separated by only me. 

 

‘Least it’s better than hearing your insides 

scream. 

Without sleeping, a bad dream. 

No one but I, responsible for this mess, 

A forgiver today asks for forgiveness. 

 

I am weary but cannot sleep, 

Lost something worth a lifetime’s keep. 

I see now, as the clocks break into a chorus 

chime, 

Without her, all I do is make words 

rhyme……. 

SHREYA TIWARY 
[1ST YEAR] 
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THE GIRL CHILD 

-SWARNDEEP                                                                                             

[2ND YEAR] 

I remember the day I took birth; 

Many faces around me, but no sign of mirth. 

I asked in my mind to a face so sad, 

"Why are here no celebrations, Dad???” 

"Has undergone your mother a pain so 

severe; 

How can we celebrate, my dear!" 

 

First saw my baby brother a year later; 

Cheers, celebrations and the atmosphere all 

better. 

With cakes, balloons and gifts was his 

birthday celebrated; 

The love was I always bereft of; the 

happiness always waited. 

 

The time came; both enrolled in school for 

education; 

Studied together, smiled together, lived 

together, 

To fulfill the ambition both worked with 

dedication; 

Had to fly to zenith height, had no luck of 

feather. 

The time ended; for higher education was he 

sent abroad, 

And from my head could never melt the 

household load. 

 

Years rolled by; he succeeded, loved and 

married to his will; 

And for me, someone whom I never met, 

father made the deal. 

No further smiles and happiness reached me 

ninety; 

What, except for death, can I wait with 

alacrity? 

Where to smile is a sin, to study a stigma, to 

love a crime; 

Survived in this world, to you is so lovely 

and prime. 

 

If God made us as equal in the magical game, 

Who have the right to feel us shame? 

In all corners of the globe, we are second to 

none; 

So our lives should be full of choices, cheer 

and charm, not for a joke or fun! 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NEXT LIFE 
-TIYASA MALLICK                                                                              

[2ND YEAR] 
 
Holding my heart, staying apart 

How long this haunting love will chase? 

Running much mile, my heart is fragile 

my mind to me being ruthless. 

 

I'm a loser i know, tried but let you go, 

my bare foot steps and emotionless motion 

tell- 

"You set me free?" this frowns at me 

falls on me like dark blue bell !!! 
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 Silently I scream, aloud, in the midst of the 

crowd 

even knowing all is in vain 

burning in stubborn fear, droplets of my 

molten tear 

falls on me like acid rain. 

 

Frozen in the frost, having me, still lost 

now "love" to me is just like a bloody knife. 

So I say, always, each and every day 

To me, from me- "better luck next life!!!” 

 

YOU LIVE ONLY ONCE    
                                                                                   

-NUTAN KUMARI                                                                                         
[1ST YEAR] 

Believe in yourself, don’t be afraid. 

Do the hard work,  

don’t worry about the grade. 

Whenever you face problem,  

remember your parent’s pain 

 They take for your happiness because that 

will give you strength to compete in life, 

never compare yourself with others,  

because you are great. 

Your life is precious. So, spend it in good 

way. 

Do those things which give you internal 

happiness. 

Whenever you are in trouble, remember only 

you can help yourself. 

So my friends, appreciate yourself   

Because you are your only true who is 

always there to share your good and bad 

times. 

Live life to the fullest. As “You only live 

once “. 

 
MATURITY 

           - PRIYANKA KUMARI                                                                                                  

[1ST YEAR] 
It’s not the day when you act mature, 

It’s the day when you make sure. 

Crying for anything is not done, 

Accepting everything with a smile makes 

you fun. 

Forgetting the past is not the solution, 

Living in the present creates our future 

formation. 

 

No one can understand you, 

That’s what your mind speaks to you. 

Trust the people whom you know wise, 

Otherwise they will cut your life in slice. 

People say maturity comes with ages, 

But it comes in every stages. 

Always be happy, secure and alert, 

So no one can have ever the chance to 

hurt…!!! 

 

It’s not the day when you act mature, 

It’s the day when you make sure… 

 

 

AMANDEEP ANAND 
[3RD YEAR] 
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 MY WAGE 

- ANUP SINGH  

[3RD YEAR] 
I bargained with Life for a Penny, 

And life would pay no more, 

However I begged at evening  

When I counted my scanty store. 

 

For Life is a just employer, 

He gives you what you ask, 

But once you have set the wages, 

Why, you must bear the task. 

 

I worked for a menial's hire, 

Only to learn dismayed, 

That any wage I had asked of 

Life, 

Life would have paid. 

 

 

 

 

STILL DOWN THE ROAD 

- MALAVIKA HARIKUMAR                                                                                                           

[3RD YEAR] 

Long back we embraced freedom to form the 

largest Democracy, 

But there was something we failed to foresee. 

Her shackles were broken, and the country 

was free. 

She prospered and soared to the zenith of 

glory. 

But now it all seems like hypocrisy, 

Because there is more to the story. 

She has scientists, industrialist, artists, the 

greatest minds, the business tycoons; 

Then why is corruption everywhere & 

poverty still needs a room? 

She has variety, diversity and a rich culture. 

The mountains, valleys and the rivers 

provide the best sculpture. 

Then why do smoke, fire, pollution and 

disease engulf her? 

Why are the fences of religion and caste 

there? 

 

We all are equal, all the same, says the 

Constitution. 

Every man has the right to justice and every 

child to get proper education. 

 Where is gender equality? 

Why does childhood swap places with 

labour, insanity? 

 

She has buildings, skyscrapers and towers, 

for sure... 

But no bridge to fill the gap between the rich 

and the poor. 

 We are becoming jealous, selfish and hungry 

for power. 

We strive for excellence at the cost of other. 

 

We fight for rights; blame the authorities 

And become oblivious of our own 

responsibilities 

The story that began with sacrifices and 

patriotism 

Slowly lost its beauty and optimism 

 

But times have changed and they still can 

All we need to do is take a firm stand 

There is a lot to improve, a lot to mend 

Because we all know it’s still not the end. 
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IMPORTANCE OF TIME 

MANAGEMENT IN DAILY LIFE

-KANIKA  [2ND YEAR] 
 

Time management is a set of principles or 

routine set by you to use your

accomplish what you want in your life. It is 

important for your personal life and carrier 

success. It teaches you to manage your time 

effectively and make the most of it.

 

We see many people around us who spend 

lot of time in frenzy activities but

very little in compare to their effort because 

they are not concentrating on the right 

Time is a special resource that you cannot 

store or save for later use. Everyone has the 

exact same amount of time each day. Time 

not well used can't be retrieved again. It 

doesn't mean that if you give lot of time in a 

work and the result will be good. Most of 

time we have seen that some people do the 

same task in lesser time and with effective 

result. So we can say that if we do manage 

time but concentration is not there then there 

will no good results. So, time management 

with full concentration is also needed. 

 

We constantly hear the refrain that we do not 

know where time goes. Whether you are a 

student, teacher or a homemaker,

achieve more in every minute of the day. We 

will be well on our way to the top if we know 

how to squeeze the most out of even a 

minute managing time. 

 

We should give sufficient time to all aspects 

like our professional work, biological w

and personal life. Biological work such as 

ENGLISH 

IMPORTANCE OF TIME 

MANAGEMENT IN DAILY LIFE 

Time management is a set of principles or 

routine set by you to use your time to 

accomplish what you want in your life. It is 

important for your personal life and carrier 

success. It teaches you to manage your time 

effectively and make the most of it. 

We see many people around us who spend 

lot of time in frenzy activities but achieve 

very little in compare to their effort because 

they are not concentrating on the right things. 

Time is a special resource that you cannot 

Everyone has the 

exact same amount of time each day. Time 

retrieved again. It 

doesn't mean that if you give lot of time in a 

work and the result will be good. Most of 

time we have seen that some people do the 

same task in lesser time and with effective 

result. So we can say that if we do manage 

ation is not there then there 

. So, time management 

with full concentration is also needed.  

We constantly hear the refrain that we do not 

know where time goes. Whether you are a 

homemaker, you need to 

achieve more in every minute of the day. We 

will be well on our way to the top if we know 

how to squeeze the most out of even a 

We should give sufficient time to all aspects 

like our professional work, biological work 

and personal life. Biological work such as 

food, bathing, sleep, physical exercise etc. 

These activities should be performed 

day. As sometimes people are in a hurry and 

they skip meals which should not be 

Each should consume optimum require

time. Second is the family time, time to 

oneself and our family. One must spend 

some time with one's family. Similarly one 

should give some time to oneself also by 

performing their hobbies, watching

The most important of all the time 

management is professional time. One has to 

manage time during fixed working 

Your aim should be optimally 

available time for maximum benefits. It is 

therefore, essential to plan ones work on a 

daily basis and time taken to carry out the 

work in an efficient manner. 

 

We should identify the wastage of time and

try to eliminate it. We can do this by 

examining our whole day activity for one 

week. At the end of the week, examine your 

time log of time spent on various activities. 

This will tell the story of our daily life 

activities. Then try to cut down time spent 

on useless activities if you can stop doing 

them altogether and concentrate on 

increasing the productive part of time. Once 

you have prioritized your time well with 

efficient time management, you will find 

your efficiency level has risen to greater 

heights and you will be an achiever at the 

end.  
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food, bathing, sleep, physical exercise etc. 

These activities should be performed every 

. As sometimes people are in a hurry and 

they skip meals which should not be done. 

Each should consume optimum required 

time. Second is the family time, time to 

oneself and our family. One must spend 

some time with one's family. Similarly one 

should give some time to oneself also by 

hobbies, watching TV, etc.  

The most important of all the time 

is professional time. One has to 

manage time during fixed working hours. 

Your aim should be optimally utilize the 

available time for maximum benefits. It is 

therefore, essential to plan ones work on a 

daily basis and time taken to carry out the 

efficient manner.  

dentify the wastage of time and 

te it. We can do this by 

our whole day activity for one 

At the end of the week, examine your 

time log of time spent on various activities. 

This will tell the story of our daily life 

Then try to cut down time spent 

on useless activities if you can stop doing 

them altogether and concentrate on 

ing the productive part of time. Once 

you have prioritized your time well with 

efficient time management, you will find 

your efficiency level has risen to greater 

heights and you will be an achiever at the 



HOW TO FALL IN LOVE WITH 

BOREDOM 

-ANINDITA GOLDER 

                     [3RD YEAR] 
First, there is very little hope for falling in 

love with a habit that you truly hate. I don’t 

know anyone who legitimately dislikes an 

activity and somehow falls in love with 

doing it. It doesn’t add up. It’s very difficult 

to hate something and be in love with it at the 

same time. (Your ex doesn’t count.) 

 

Let’s say you dislike working out, but you 

know it’s good for you. If you want to fall in 

love with the boredom of going to the gym, 

then you have two options. 

 

Option 1: Increase your proficiency at the 

task. 

Even tasks that you are good at will feel 

monotonous some days, so imagine the 

uphill battle you’re fighting if you are 

constantly trying to do something that you 

don’t feel skilled at. The solution? Learn the 

basic fundamentals of your task and celebrate 

the small wins and improvements you make. 

With our workout example, let’s say you 

purchase Starting Strength and learn how to 

do a proper deadlift or bench press. 

Practicing these new skills in the gym can be 

fun and making tiny improvements each 

week builds momentum. It’s much easier to 

fall in love with doing something over and 

over again if you can look forward to making 

progress. 

Option 2: Fall in love with a result of the 

task rather than the task itself. 

Let’s be real: there are some things that we 

should do that are always going to be a 

hassle. Running sprints might be an example. 

Very few people look forward to setting their 

lungs on fire. 

 

I find that I have more success in situations 

like these when I shift my focus away from 

the actual task and toward a result. 

Sometimes this is a direct result of the habit 

I’m trying to perform. Other times, it’s a 

result that I invent. For example, you can 

make a game out of not missing workouts 

even if you don’t enjoy the workout itself. 

Let’s say you have done two sprint workouts 

in a row. Your goal is to fall in love with 

becoming the type of person who doesn’t 

miss workouts. You’re not worried about 

how you perform. You’re not worried about 

if you’re getting faster. You’re not worried 

about getting six-pack abs or any other type 

of result. For the most part, you’re not even 

thinking about the workout. Instead, you’re 

simply focused on keeping your workout 

streak alive. 

 

This is basically the Seinfeld Strategy 

applied to exercise. Your only goal is to “not 

break the chain.” By shifting your focus 

away from the activity you dislike, you’re 

giving yourself an opportunity to fall in love 

with the boredom of sticking to the streak 

(something you do enjoy). 

 

The Power of Patience. 

I was speaking with a friend at the gym 

recently. She had decided to change her 

routine despite making good progress with 

her old program. I asked her why. She made 

a few excuses before eventually saying, 

“Basically, I got bored 
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THE LANGUAGE OF LOVE 

-BIKASH KUMAR MALIK                                                                                 

[3RD  YEAR]  
 

It was a bizarre. Close and distant were supposed to be antonyms. How could they prevail 

together? Grammar made no sense in the language of love. But then, nothing made sense to him 

anymore. His numb mind still reverberated her voice as if playing the best music composition of 

the decade over and over again, sounding more melodious every time. Looking into the mirror, he 

stretched out his hand, waiting for her to materialize out of the glass and entwine her fingers in 

his. The Creation of Adam itself, coming to life. But all he could feel was the cold slippery glass 

and his own reflection on it. Never had he wanted something so badly. The neurons seemed to be 

transmitting the same instructions over and over again. As if stuck in an infinite loop. That's all he 

could think about. It was a strange sensation. The arrhythmic beating of his heart. The frequent 

deep breaths. The trembling of his hands. Everything seemed equally disturbing, yet wanting. 

Like a drug with an unparalleled taste. Damn the heart! Always loses itself, he cursed. The 

oxytocin and pheromones laughed at him, silently in his brain.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

SANJEEV KUMAR SHARMA 

[1ST YEAR] 
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डायर� के पन् े

�वशाल कुमार  3rd year 

डायर� के उ् पन्न कन जब पलटता हू, 

वन शरारते, बचप्ा, मसततया याद आ जातत ह�l 
एक पल के िलए आंखन म� चमक आतत ह�, 
और �फर आँखे ्म हन जातत ह�ll 
 
डायर� का हर एक पन्ा एक �कस्ा याद �दलाता है, 

उ् �कस्न कन याद कर लब� पर एक मुसकुराहट आ 
जातत हैl 

एक पल के िलए खुश हनता हू, 

और �फर आँखे ्म हन जातत है l 
 
डायर� के हर एक पन्े कन देख कर म� खयाल� म� खन 
जाता हँू, 

्नच्े लगा वन भत कया �द्थे बचप् के,्ा दिु्या 
क� �फ� ्ा लनग� क�l 
एक पल के िलए �खल�खलाता हँू, 

और �फर आँखे ्म हन जातत  ह� l 

 
डायर� के आ�खर� पन्े पर मेरा �दल बठै ्ा जाता है, 

अब ्नचता हँू मेरे याद� के पन्े अब खतम ह� 
हन्ेवाले ह�l 
तभत दराज़ पर मेर� ्जर पड़तत है, मुझे मेर� एक और 
डायर� ्जर आतत ह�, 
और म ैखुशत ्े उछल कर दराज़ तक जाता हँू, 

और �फर आँखे ्म हन जातत ह� l 
 

 

 

 

 

 

तुम जहां जाओग ेवहाँ हर दम हम हर पल 

याद आएँग े

-अम् राज dr3   year 
ये दनसतत ये यार� हम भूल कभत ्ा पाएँगे 

तुम जहा ँजाओगे वन हरदम हरपल याद आएँगे.  

आए थे जब इ् जगह पर, हम �बलकुल थे अकेले,  

तनहा तनहा भटकते थे,चाहे लनग� के थे मेले,  

तू्े हाथ थम चल्ा ि्खाया, गले ्े हम कन लगाया. 

तनहाा के अंधर� मे खुिशय� के द�प जलाया . 

एक कशतत के हम ्वार�, कशतत पर लगाएँगे 

तुम जहा ंजाओगे वहा ँहरदम हम हरपल याद आएँगे. 

मा ँका आँचल छुट गया था, घर ्े ि्कल आएथे हम 

्ज़रे �झलिमल हन गयत थत, आँखे भत थनड़े थे ्म 

चुपचाप ि्ले हन ठ�पे, मुसका् तू्े ह� �दलाया 

ब्के ्ाया हमारे िलए, ्ंग्ंग अप्े चलाया 

हे्ा थत,हे हम राह�,हम जतव् ्ाथ �बताएँगे . 

तुम जहा जाओगे वहा ँहरदम हम हरपल याद आएँगे . 

ये दनसतत ये यार� हम भूल कभत ्ा पाएँगे 

तुम जहा ँजाओगे वहा ँहरदम हम हरपल याद आएँगे.   
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�ज़�दगी क� डगर 

– सौरभ कुमार टोनी, 2nd year 

बेपाक चलता रहा म� अपन ेडगर पर, 

कभी मुड़के न देखा कौन है खड़ा िशखर पर, 

म� जानता के य ेडगर �कतना मु��कल है, 

मगर इन पर चलने को कहता य ेमेरा �दल है  !  

मुझे पता नह�ं य ेडगर जाता है कहाँ, 

पर इतना तो पता है ख़ुदा रहता है वहाँ, 

शायद उस ख़ुदा क� मज़� म� चलता रहँू सदा, 

धीरे धीरे इन डगर के ल�ह� को करता रहँू �वदा  !  

ख़ुदा �या जान ेय ेल�हे मेरे िलए �या है, 

म� तो बस यह� स�चता इन ल�ह� म� ह� मेरा ख़ुदा है, 

मं�ज़ल क� चाहम� कह�ं डगर ना भटक जाऊं, 

�फर डगर क� �कसे परवाह जब म� बस मं�जल पाना 

चाहँू, 

पता नह�ं ये मं�ज़ल िमलेगी भी या नह�ं, 

पर ख़ुदा कहता है– मेरे ब�दे मुझ पर त ूरख यक�न  !  

वो 

~�वकास कुमार, 2nd year 

नाराज़ नह� मै तुमसे 

तेर� अदाओं से है नाराजगी, 

तेर� हसी पसंद थी मुझ,े 

गु�सा पर भी �यार था, 

पर अचानक ह�......., 

जैसे सब बदल गया, 

तुम हो पर वो नह�.., 

�जसेमै जनता था, 

तेर� अदा भी थी, 

पर वो नह� �जस पर मै मरता था..., 

कहते है जमाना न याह, 

सब बदल चुका है, 

गु�साक� चाहुगा खुदा तुमसे, 

मुझे �य� नह� बदल पाया, 

नाराज नह� मै तुमसे, खुदा से है नाराजगी! 

�कूल क� याद� 

SONAKSHI, 1st year 

कल मेरा �कूल का पहला �दन था, 

आज आ�खर� है... 

एक वो �दन था... 

एक आज का �दन है ! 

आँख� मेर� तब भी नम थी 

अ�क मेरे आज भी तमे नह�ं... 

कल म�न ेआँसूं बहाएथे, 

�कूल जान ेके डर से 

आज मेर� पलक�  भींगी ह� 

इस खुशनुमा आँगन के छुट जान ेके डर से.. 

तक माँ के आँचल से दरू होना क�ठन था 

आज िश�क� के साए का छुटना गवारा नह�ं ! 

कल भाइय� से �यार भर� 

लड़ाईयाँ अपनी थी 

आज दो�त� के साथ �फर कभी 

नोकं – झ�क ना होने का �याल सताता है... 

एक कल का �दन था 

एक आज का �दन है... 

आँख� मेर� कल भी नम थी 

अ�क मेरे आज भी थमे नह�ं ...  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
SONAKSHI  
[1ST YEAR] 
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ना जाने ऐसा �य ूहोता है 

धम�श कुमार शमा�, 3rd YEAR 

जब भी तु�हे देख ता हंू ,तो एक अलग एहसास होता 

है. 

जब भी िमलती है तेर� नज़रो से नज़र, 

ना जान े�यू मेरे �दल क� धरकने तेज हो जाती 

है…… 

ना जान ेऐसा �यू होता है  |  

ना जान ेऐसा �य� होता है  |  

जब से देखी है, तु�हे य ेनज़र.. 

ना जान े�यू इसे िसफ़�  तु�हारा ह� इंतजार होता है… 

तु�हे ना देखु तो एक अलग सी बेचैनी होती है….. 

ना जान ेऐसा �यू होता है  |  

ना नींदे आती है ना भूख लगती है. 

िसफ़�  तु�हारे ह� बारे मे सोचता है �दल….. 

िसफ़�  तेर� आँखे और मु�कान के बारे मे बोलता है, 

य े�दल...जब भी गुजरती हो तुम मेरे पास से, 

�दल क� धरकने थमसी जाती है…. 

य े�दल बेजुबा हो जाता है ..|  

तु�हे ना कुछ बोल पता हू, और ना तुम समझपाती 

हो.... 

तुम दरू चली जाती हो, 

और ये नज़र िसफ़�  तु�हे ह� देखते रह जाता है   |  

ना जान ेऐसा �यू होता है  |  

ना जान ेऐसा �य� होता है  |  

 

 

आज क� मह�फ़ल मे 

मयंक �ताप िसंह, rd3  .year 

आज क� मह�फ़ल मे, मेरा एक ह� फसाना है 

जीवन का िनयम ह� तो, आना और जाना है 

कुछ पल खुिशय� के, कुछ पल गम के यहाँ �बताना है 

�फर उड़ चले जाना है पंछ� को, जहाँ उसका �ठकाना है 

"जुड़ गये जो �दल� के �र�ते, याद आपक� �दलाएगी 

समय का प�हया ऐसे घूमेगा, एक जगह ज़�र हमे 

िमलाएगी 

याद� के �ेम मे आपक� त�वीर सजाय�गे, आपको 

भूलनेसे पहले साँस ेभूल जाएँग े

िमला आशीष आप जैसे बडो का तो, जीवन मे सीधी  

राह िमली 

सस��, �बल साहस, मं�ज़ल पान ेक� चाह िमली 

घरस ेदरू� के गम� को, आपके �यारने हर िलया 

ममता के छाया आपके साए से िमली, हमारे खुले 

आसमान को आपने िसतार� से जड़ �दया " 

मु��कल है दामन छुटना   , �जसपे हो हम �फदा 

नाम आने मे दआु िलए, कहते ह� हम अल�वदा  

आपके साथ संजोए पल� का,हम हमेशा द�दार कर�गे  

हमारे �कए ग़लितय� पर,जो भी सज़ा द�गे हम �वीकार 

कर�ग.े  

पर वादा है आपसे आपके �दल� मे ,हम अपनी जगह 

ज़�र बनाएँगे  

आँख बंद जब भी याद करो हमे,हम नज़र आयांगे  

टूटता नह� वो जो,�दल� का �र�ता है . 

तकद�र क� लक�रे तो,उपर वाला िलखता है,  

छोरन ेका मन नह� आज आपको, आप तो वो हो 

�जसमे हमे रब �दखता है  ||   

 

MITHLESH KUMAR 
[1ST YEAR] 
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जीवन छोटा है, उसे खुबसूरत बनाएं

एक �ब��डंग क� सी�ढय� पर एक अँधा

था, �जस पर िलखा था 'म� अँधा हँू, कृपया

बीच एक आदमी वहाँसे गुजरा उस ने 

बदल रहा हँू| उस के जाने के बाद देखते

दे रहे थे| दोपहर को वह� श�श �फर से 

�ज�ह�ने मेरा साइनबोड� बदलाथा? आपने

उस पर िसफ�  सच ह� िलखा था --- आज

 

�या आपको भी लगता है क� पहले और

को उस अंधे लड़के के बारे म� बता उस 

गई थी, जब �क दसुरे लोग� को यह समझाने

सौभा�य से वे अंधे नह�ं ह�| फंडा यह

रचना�मक बन�| कुछ अलग तरह से और

कराती है, तो हसने केहज़ारमौ केभी देती

खोजने म� न जुटे रह�|  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 SHREYA TIWARI 
[1ST YEAR] 

HINDI  

बनाए ं

PUJA KUMARI, 2ND YEAR 

अँधा लड़का अपने पैर� के पास हैट रख कर बैठा था| उसके हाथ

कृपया मेर� मदद कर�|' इसके बावजूद �जसक� हैट म� चंद िस�के

 लड़के के हैट म� कुछ िस�के डाले और उस से बोला क� 

देखते ह� देखते लड़के के पास ढेर सारे िस�के आ िगरे| लोग बढ़बढ़

 उस ेदेखने आया तो पैर� क� आहट पहचान कर लड़केने 

आपने उस मे �या िलखा था?' अंधे लड़के के इस �� पर वह

आज का �दन बहुत अ�छा है, ले�कन म� उस ेदेख नह�ं सकता

और दसुरे साइनबोड� म� एक ह� बात क� गयी है? �बलकुल !

उस क� मदद कर रहे थे, ले�कन पहले साइनबोड� म� वह� बात

समझाने क� कोिशश क� गई थी क� 

 है क� आपके पास जो कुछ भी है उस के �ित इ�र

और सकारा�मक सोच�| जब �ज़�दगी रोन ेकेसौ अवसर उपल�ध

देती है| जीवन एक रह�य है सुलझान ेका, उस ेसम�या क�
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हाथ म� एक साइनबोड� 

िस�के ह� पड़े थे, इसी 

 म� तु�हारा साइनबोड� 

बढ़बढ़ कर उस ेिस�के 

 पूछा, 'आप वह� ह� ना 

वह �य�� बोला, "म�ने 

सकता |"  

! दोन� ह� अ�य लोग� 

बात साधारण ढंग से क� 

इ�र को ध�यवा���जये| 

उपल�ध 

क� तरह लेकर समाधान 



হুজেুগ ��ম 

-সায়ন ি�পা�, 1ST YEAR M. TECH  

 

পাক� ,ক�ােফ,�রে�ারাঁ এখন 

ভ�ােল�াইিন মা�র, 
সা��ের হে� পালন 

��বনী দ�র, 

��ম-সনুািম �ঢউ তুেলেছ 

কানপরু টু কে�া, 

ক�াডেবির, �রা�, �টিড-িবয়ার 
��েমর অনষু�! 

 
��ােপাজ করার নতুন ঢংএ 

উঠুক সবাই চমেক, 

থা�ক না ��ম ঠুনেকা- 

�হাক �সিলে�শন জমেক। 

হ�িপ-কাপ� িড.িপ খানায় 
লাই� প�ুক উপেচ, 
দ'ুিদন পের ���-আপ হেল 
চ� হা� !�ক ভাবেছ? 

 
��েমর হুজগু না হুজেুগ ��ম; 
আসল নািক নকল? 
আিদেখ�তায় আর পাির না, 
�দখাস না আর পাগল| 
গরম কিফ'র িদিব� িদেয় 
জািনেয় িদলাম সিত�- 
ভ�ােল�াইিন িমেথ� 
�ামায় 
আমার �বশ আপি� ।। 
 

 

 

 

�মর ও ফুল 

 -SAHELI DAS GOSWAMI, 1st year 
  

ফুল ফুটেল �মর আেস 
ফুল �স খুব ভালবােস 
ফুেলর বেন মধরু আেশ 
ফুেলর দেল তাই �তা বেস| 
 
              ফুটল যখন �ভােরর আেলা 
              মাতেলা �মর কৃ�কােলা| 
              গনুগিুনেয় �বড়ায় উেড়, 
              ফুেলর সবুাস কানন জেুড়| 
 
বেন বেন জাগল সাড়া 
ফুেলর মােঝ �মর হারা 
তাই �তা �সমু উঠল নেড় 
হািস� তার ছিড়েয় পেড়| 
 
               িদেনর রিব অ�া চেল, 
               ফুটল তারা দেল দেল, 
                   বাতাস এেস কী �জ বেল, 
                   ঝরেলা �য ফুল গােছর তেল| 
 
ম� �মর,ঝরল ফুল 
কৃ��মর �নইেকা তুল, 
�কাথায় �মর?�কাথায় ফুল? 
শনু� তর ুহয় আ�ল!  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SHEETAL 
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[1ST YEAR] 
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অসাধারণ 
-ANINDYA BANERJEE, ALUMNI 
 

�কন এমিন কের আছ �হ জীবন, 

অেচনা অজানা আেলােকর বাধঁন, 

কক� শ ভােলা, আশার আেবদন, 

একা িক থাকা তাই একমা� আিল�ন, 

আিম আশা ভাসাইয়া ভািব �ভেস যাব অকারণ, 

কালচে�র তী� বাচন, 

হক জীবন, �হাক যাপন, 

ভাষ� লগণ, অ� নতুন, 

িবচিলত পূরণ, কি�ত আচরণ, 
সহজ িনেবদন হেয় উঠুক অসাধারণ| 
 

িভিখির 
-Akash Mondal, 2ND YEAR  

 
বেস আেছ রা�ায়, 
কখনও বা গােছর তলা; 
ধিুল মাখা �ছঁড়া কাপড়, 
�ছাট এক পুটুঁিল �ঝালা| 
�পট �েল িখেদর �ালায়, 
পেথ পেথ তাই �ঘারা, 
শাক-পাতা আর এঁেটা খাবার স�ল, 
গােছর তলায় শধু ুিভ�া করা| 
খায় না �স একাই  
আেছ �য তার �পাষা ��রটা, 
সারািদন িভ�া করার সময় 
পেড় থােক তার িদেক মনটা 
যিদ না ভাল িভ�া �মেল            
অ� কটা পয়সায় তােদর িক বা হয়? 
দেূর বেস তাকায় তার   েপাষ�, 
পরজে� মানষু হেয় না জ�ায়|                    
 

 

 

��েমর ইিতকখা 
-PABITRA KR. MALIK, 1st Year  

 
যখন তুিম ডাকেব আমায় 
বিৃ� হেয় পড়ব আিম 
�তামার বািড়র চােল| 
থাকেব তুিম আনমেন আর 
জানলা িদেয় ঝাপটা হেয়  
পড়ব �তামার গােল| 

 
�দখেব তুিম তখন আমায় 
�রৗ� হেয় �মেঘর �কানায়, 
পড়িছ �সই জানালা িদেয়ই 
�তামার �কােল এেস| 
রামধনরুা �খলেব যখন, 
গগন পাের �মেঘর �দেশ, 
সাত� রেঙর ছায়া �লেগ 
হাসেব তুিম �শেষ| 

 
তখন আিম বাতাস হেয় 
�মঘ উিড়েয় আকাশ বেয় 
জানালা িদেয় ফুরফুিরেয় 
আসব �তামার কােছ| 
এবার তুিম ভাবেব আমায়, 
বেুকর মােঝ, মেনর �কানায় 
�দখেব আিম িফরব কােছ 
বাদল িদেনর �শেষ| 
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সহ�াে�র জাতক                                                                                   
-BIPASA BISWAS, ASST. PROF. (MCA) 

 
সূয� অ�ত পির�মণ পেথ দাঁিড়েয়িছল,ই�র সদয় হেয় 
পাঠােলন আপন পু�েক|পৃিথবী �সিদন �দখিছল  
আেরা আেলা, আকােশ নতুন ন��- 
শধু ুআেলািকত হয়িন মানেুষর িচদাকাশ| 

 
ভালবাসা িহংসা ঘণৃা িনেয় মানেুষর আেশপােশ ঘেুর 
�বড়ােনা �দবেদবীর দল 
মানষুেক প� কের মানেুষরই �িতপ� হেয় ��াধ ইষ�া 
কামনার �ঘরােটােপ 
ব�ী কেরিছল ই�র পু�েক-�সিদনও অিবচােরর রায় 
িছল দীঘ� য�নাময় মতুৃ�| 

 
যীশ ুতুিম অ�তােক �মা করেল �কন?�তামােক হত�া 
কের এখেনা �সই  
অ�তা স�ুরেক অিহংসােক �ংস কের চেলেছ| 
�তামার �মাস�ুর �চােখর দিৃ� ওরা  �দখেত পায় 
না,�তামার ছিবর আড়ােল 
খুেল �ফেলেছ বিনিজ�ক খাতা-িহসাব িনকাশ আর 
�মতা অ� �দৗেড় 
ম� হাড়েগাড় ভাঙা আর অস�ু জবুথুবুরু দল| 

 
আজ আবার �দিখ �ুেশর ভার বহন করেত না �পের 
র�া� তুিম পেড় 
�গছ,আঘােত আঘােত জজ� িরত শরীর-তব ুিব�িপতার 
কােছ অিভেযাগ জানােল না; 
�ত�াঘাত করার ই�া িবদ�ুত চমেকর মত একবােরা 
�তামার �চাখ ঝলেস 
উঠেত �দখলাম না;মা �মরীর �কােল �াণহীন �দহ 
�ািপত কের তাঁেক কী 
সা�না িদেল?শধু ুিনিব�চার �মা-হত�াকারীেদর �মা 
দ’ুহাজার বছেরর মানষুেক 
�শখােলা না িকছুই| 

 

যীশ,ু এবার ঐ �ুেশর ভার নািমেয় �রেখ উেঠ দাঁড়াও| 
দবু�ল র�াত শরীর 
িনেয়ও �তামার িনয�াতনকারীর হােতর চাবকু �কেড় 
নাও, 
র�াত শরীের বধ�ভূিমর িদেক এেগােত এেগােত এতিদন 
যা পারিন- 
সব�শি� িদেয় �শষ আঘাত কের �দখ এবার মানষুেক 
মানষু করেত পার িকনা? 

�তামার জেন� 

                            অসীম �ই�া 
বলেত পােরা, িক িলিখ �তামার জেন�? 

রি�ম ব�ৃ, �য িছল আবতৃ �য়াশার আড়ােল, 
হল িবভািসত অিনয়ি�ত ��েন 

ব� অিনব�-ভােলাবাসা,অিবি�� মায়াজােল 

হেয়েছ বশীভূত; �কবল অিবে�� আিল�েন। 

 

বলেত পােরা,িক কির �তামার জেন�? 
িবভ�স �ি�সত-মখু ধেুয় �ফেল 
িচরিনি�ত হব �তামার ��া-রে� 
নয়েতা সম�ু-ম�েন উে�ািলত গরল 

কে� হেব �বািহত, িববিত�ত নীলবেণ�। 

 

বলেত পােরা, িক �ভেবিছ �তামার জেন�? 

দী� রাঙামা�, অমাব�ার অ�রােল 

হেব �ণ-সাথী; ওই �পাড়া কপােল 

িনিষ� বাসনা হেব পূণ�, সেুখর জাদঘুের 

আিব�ভূত হেব, �তীি�ত কিল আমােদর কানেন। 

 

জািন এ িদবা��, �দখিছ �তামার জেন� 

তুিম �তা জােনা, সাহারার বেুক �মঘ শধু ু�খেল 

িক� বষ�ার ধারা শধু ু�চরাপুি�র জেন�  

আমােরা �দীপ, �কান এক স��ায় �ক িনেভ যােব 

যােবা অি��ে�,বা� রূেপ অন� গগেন। 
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�াধীনতার সীমােরখা 
        -MOUMITA JANA, ASST. PROF.(ECE) 

 
�দখ �দখ ওই নদীর বাতাস বইেছ �কমন– 
মােন না �তামার শাসন- 
এেদশ �থেক ওেদশ �পেরােলা কখন 
জােনা িক? 
�দখ �দখ ওই উড়েছ পাখীটা আকাশ জেুড়, 
জােননা ও আকােশরও নািক সীমা আেছ, 
জেলর উপরও আেছ দাগ 
জােননা মােছর ঝাঁক| 
�ছাট ঘাসফুল দলুেছ �দাদলু, সীমার এপাের- 
�মর �মরী �ঘাের গায় গায়, 
�তামার হাজার ব�ুক থােক পাহারায়, 
তব ু�দখ, এেদেশর ফুেল, ওেদেশর �মর �মরী 
�কমন মধ ুখায়| 
ওই �দখ ওই এেলােকশী ঝড়ঝাপটা মারেছ �জাের, 
এেদেশর ধূলাও �দশ �মেখেছ- 
শাি� �দেব কােক? 
�দখ �দখ ওই আকাশ কােলা, বিৃ� �নেমেছ বিুঝ, 
মছুেলা িক সীমােরখা? 
ওেদেশর জল এেদেশ গড়ায়- 
মেন �নই �কােনা তার ি�ধা. 
�তামার নািক িবশাল �সন�দল, 
�তামার নািক িবশাল অ�বল| 
�দখ �দখ ওই �তামায় �দেখ, 
হাসেছ আকাশ, হাসেছ বাতাস, হাসেছ পাখীর দল| 

 

রবী� �রেণ 
SUDHANSHU SEKHAR MAITY, GA 

 
�হ কিব 
এেসিছেল তুিম আঁধার রােত 
ির� িদেনর �শষ �ভােত 
িনেয় তপন িদেনর আেলা 
িব�জেনর করেল ভােলা| 
িছেলম �মারা অ�কাের 
পি�লতায় গা ডুিবেয় 

�াথ�েবােধর কািলমা �মেখ 
মরা �দহ িছলই �ঢেক| 
�তামায় �লখায় �পেয়িছ যত 
�ােনর িবকাশ মেনর মেতা 
নবীন �বীেনর সবজু �ােণ 
জািগেয়েছা তুিম গভীর �ােন 
গ� কিবতা কাব�ময় 

কেরছ তুিম িব�জয়, 
গীতা�লী কাব�েত �মারা 
�পেয়িছ কেতা গােনর ধারা| 
�নােবল �াইজ �পেয় তুিম 
জািগেয়েছা �মােদর মাতৃভূিম| 
ব� স�ান �মােদর রবী 
�পেয়েছা উপািধ িব�কিব| 
�তামার জ�িদন আেস যখন 
২৫-�শ �বশােখ মািত তখন| 
তাইেতা �তামায় �রণ কের 
�তামার মূিত�  পােশ �রেখ 
ধরব �তামায় �িৃত জিড়েয় 
থাকেব তুিম অমর হেয়| 
২৫-�শ �বশােখ মািত তখন| 
তাইেতা �তামায় �রণ কের 
�তামার মূিত�  পােশ �রেখ 
ধরব �তামায় �িৃত জিড়েয় 
থাকেব তুিম অমর হেয়| 
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ভালবাসা 
RAMKRISHNA GHOSH, ASST. PROF. (IT) 

 

ভালবাসা সবসময় কােছ ডােক না  

চাকরী �তা সবসময় হােত থােক না  

যােক পাও তােক খুেঁজ নাও  

সবিকছু কর accept �কানিকছু কর না reject | 

 
আজ িদন চেল �গেল 

�কানিদন তােক পােব িক খুেঁজ? 
যিদ নতুন িকছু ঘেট 

আজেকর িদন� সমৠিত হেয় রেয় যােব | 

যােক পাও তােক খুেঁজ নাও  

সবিকছু কর accept �কানিকছু কর না reject | 

 
আজ যােক কােছ পাও 
কাল তােক �পেত পার অেনক দেূর 
আবার �দখেত হেব তােক নতুন কের 

এটাই আমার চ�াল� হেব | 

যােক পাও তােক খুেঁজ নাও  

সবিকছু কর accept �কানিকছু কর না reject | 

 

ভালবাসা সবসময় কােছ ডােক না  

চাকরী �তা সবসময় হােত থােক না  

যােক পাও তােক খুেঁজ নাও  

সবিকছু কর accept �কানিকছু কর | 

হারােনা �ছেলেবলা 
-SUPRIYA KESHRI, 2ND YEAR BT 
 
রােতর আকােশ খুেঁজিছ �তামায় 
হাজার তারার িভেড়, 
আিছ তব ুবেস িন�ল ভােব 
একলা আমার নীেড়| 
 
এিদেক তুিম �জ সদুেূর িগেয়ছ 
মেনর পাশ� �ফেল, 
তব ু�কন মেন উিক �মের যায় 
এক� �ছা� �ছেল? 
 
�ক তুিম?কী তুিম? 
�কনই বা থােকা লিুকেয় মেনর �কােন| 
�যন মেন কের িদেত চাও �কান 
কথা সে�াপেন| 
 
�কন তুিম দেূর িগেয়ও �ভােলিন 
মেনর সে� �খলা? 
তুিম কী �িৃত?তুিম কী ব�ু 
না আমার �ছেলেবলা? 
 
জািননা তব ুখুেঁঝিছ �তামায় 
আমার জগত জেুড়| 
�তামার �পছেন িফরব আবার  
ভুল পেথ সেুর সেুর| 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

ADITI SENGUPTA 
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যুব ও �া�� 
- তনথরদনপ িসনহা, ASST. PROF.(ECE) 

কি�তার তে� হেয়েছ আ�ার আজ, 
�াঁচার রসদ আর েনা সােথ | 
মি�� আ�ার হািরেয়েছ �মতা, 

র�শূনয-জনণর এা শরনর ও দ-ুহােত | 
 

�াতােস ষড়যয ও ি�ে�ােহর গ�, 
শরনর ও মেন আজ অশািঅর শাসন | 
েছঁড়া-োটা ও মিেন েঝাোয় ��, 
দনণর ও র�া� এা মান�জন�ন | 

 
সযােসর হয় না েকানও ধমর, 
ি�চােরর িঢেেিম আজও | 
শাি� িদেো ধমর হয় �মর, 

�চােরর রাজননিত েসকোর সাজও | 
 

আ�ার সযােসরও হয় ধমর, 
যখন ভুে হয় ননিত | 

সযাস�াদন জে�েছ েসা েদেশ, 
েযখােন াুে�েছ অথরননিত | 

 
েদ�তার রিেন মুেখাশ, 
আজ দানে�র মুেখ | 
মযািজক কেরিছ ভুে, 

আমরা আিছ েকান সুেখ | 
 

                       রং-চটা এা �া��, 
দ-ুেটা তুিে স়ে | 

ছি� আঁিক জে-রেে, 
িমেে িমেশ অ়ে | 

 
িহংসা-ে�ষ-সযাস, 
যুেবর আেমাঘতা | 

মুেখ সােমযর �াণন, 
কেমরর িনমরমতা | 

 

সাদা পিরধান, 
মেন কােো রাত | 
যুব অহরহ, 
কার �ািজমাত? 

 
অি�র পিৃথ�ন, 
আর অি�র মন | 

ি��নত ি�ে�ক, 
সােথ ি�কৃত মনন | 

 
এক হােত েপন, 

ে�েনা অনয হােত | 
যুব আজ আমােদর, 
আমােদরা সােথ | 
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A QUICK GLANCE OVER THE CAMPUS NEWS 
 

 STATUE OF  LATE  MRS. TAMALIKA PONDA SETH 
Flowers blooming, birds chirping indicate welcoming of the spring season. It would not have been a 

better opportunity for unveiling the statue of late Mrs. Tamalika Ponda Seth (Co-founder of HIT) 

whose sudden demise was a setback .The inauguration was done by our very own chairman Shri 

Lakshman Seth on 21st January, 2016. The standing Beauty adds to our inspiration along with 

enhancing the picturesque view of our college. We hope that this mark of respect is remembered 

through ages.  

 

 CONFERENCES /SEMINARS/WORKSHOPS held during the year 2016  
  MARCH 2016 

 A Workshop on 'Biped Robotics' (5th-6th March) was  conducted by Skillrex Technology 

under IEEE.A group of five first year students from ECE namely Ayush  Prakash, Chandu Kumari, 

Subhojeet Saha, Kumar Sanu &  Kavish Kumar had  represented our college at IIT Bombay. 

 APRIL 2016  

 A workshop on 'Vehicle Dynamics and Design' in collaboration with Bharat Auto Solutions 

was directed by IEEE HIT Students’ Branch on 16th and 17th of this month. 

 One of our notable Student Group ’ HITian Inside’  organized  EXTRAVAGANZA 2.0 from 

20th-24th April offering events like  codecamps,  shutter bucks , word fest etc.  

 At the end of the academic session (2015-2016), IETE organized a workshop on web designing 

using PHP and HTML from 23rd-29th April. 

 MAY 2016 

 The college central field echoing the voices of sin and Realization, guitars and drum beats being 

played in synchronization with the dance moves and the mesmerizing music delighting our minds. 

Yes! This was the ambience of our college on 9th may; 2016.The RANG MILANTI team presented 

"Pandora's Box"(A glimmer of hope). 

 AUGUST 2016 

 Another attempt of IETE Students’ Forum was a week long workshop on 'Data Structure using 

C' and was held from 6-13th of August. 

 The National Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC) rendered a three days visit to our 

college from 18-20th of this month. It gives us immense happiness to inform that our college has been 

accredited with grade 'A' by NAAC. 

 SEPTEMBER 2016 

 A bunch of four students (three from ECE) namely, Kundan Kumar , Amit Jaiswal, Monika  

Sinha, Aman  Anand grabbed 2nd prize in the National Students’  Space Challenge (NSSC), 

organized  from 2nd-4th September, 2016 at IIT Kharagpur. They had participated in the event named 

‘Lift Off’.  

 IETE Student's Forum organized it's most awaited workshop for the blooming buds of our 

college to boost up their lucid minds:” CIRCUITRONICS '16”. It was held from 6-12th September. 

The workshop was a great success and included cash prizes for the winners. 

 To implement the coding skills of our IT aspirants a workshop on 'Android App Development 

fundamentals ' lead by CSI was held from 17-20th September. 

 OCT-NOV 2016 

 IEEE came with its next endeavor i.e a workshop on 'Virtual Lab' which was held on 28th of 

this month. The workshop was headed by Professor Alok Kanti Deb (IIT Kharagpur).  
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  ‘RedHat  LINUX’-can be interpreted by the name itself that it belongs to the Computer Society 

of our college(CSI Students’ Branch, HIT).A workshop was conducted on this from 18th-22nd Nov. 

 DECEMBER 2016 

 The Annual Cultural Meet providing a marvelous opportunity to our multitalented students to 

exhibit their endowments obscured within, was arranged in between 19th-21st of this month. The 

three day fete included Rabindra Sangeet, Impromptu Acting, Theme drawing, Extempore, Recitation, 

Creative writing etc. The names of the departmental winners are: Event: Recitation-Prasun Mondal 

(3rd prize, 3rd year), Shubham Dutta (1st prize, 4th year). 

 

 CONFERENCES/SEMINARS/WORKSHOPS held during the year 2017 
 JANUARY 2017 

 HIT hosted the third International Conference on Mathematics and Computing (ICMC) 

from 17th - 21st January. The conference invited scientists, experts from industry and researchers 

from around the world for representation of new advances and research results in the field of 

Cryptology, Security and Applied mathematics. Our eminent guests included Dr P.K Saxena (former 

director, DRDO), Professor M.S Olaidat, Fordham University (USA), Professor Heinrich Begehr, 

Freie University (Germany). 

 Airtel’s online quizzing festival in association with HIT organized 'Eureka Quiz' on 30th 

January. The winners were given certificates from Airtel. 

 FEBRUARY 2017 

 The Department of Electronics and Communication Engineering organized "Winter School on 

Microcontroller and Embedded System (WISMES)" from 6-12th February, sponsored by IETE and 

IEEE HIT Students’ branch. The course comprehended case studies, project demonstrations on PCB 

Designing, RTOS in Embedded System etc. Faculty members, Technical staff members and students 

of B.Tech and M.Tech courses were a part of this exposure. 

 A day which showcases the 'Sports' skills of our rising student athletes as well our super 

talented faculty members: "Sports Day". The Intercollege sports meet was held on 16th February. 

ECE department secured 3rd position in the March past and broke its previous records. Damber 

Bahadur Chettri of 3rd year grabbed 2nd prize in javelin throw. 

 A National Seminar on New Horizons in Biotechnology (NHBT) sponsored by SERB 

brought in a selected set of Research Scholars/Industry persons such as Dr. P.Jose David (Tata Global 

Beverages Ltd.(Tata Tea), India), Dr. Sujatha Jayaraman [Hindustan Unilever Limited(HUL), 

BANGALORE] for an interactive session on some substantial topics like Algal BT, Plant 

Biotechnology, BT of Tea etc on 17th and 18th of this month. It included Poster session followed by 

students’ cultural programme. 

 Knowing the protective measures for preparing food products is a vital thing which the food 

technology people must be aware of. Consequently, a seminar on Food Safety and Management was 

conducted on 22nd February. The International session was lead by Dr. Sarit Chaudhary from SGS. 

 Food Fest: The Management society of Haldia Institute of Technology called for an 

"Entrepreneurship week" from 20-25th of this month. 

 The only workshop conducted by ISA this year was on “Basics of Arduino” (10th February). 

 MARCH-APRIL   2017 

 The innovative hub of our college-Mechanical Department in association with SAE INDIA 

Collegiate club came up with a seminar on “Recent Advances in Manufacturing Technology 

(RAMT) "held on 2nd March, 2017. 

 A National Seminar on Nanoscience and Nanotechnology (NSNN) organized by 

School of Applied Science and Humanities was held on 17th & 18th March. The topics for 
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discussion were Fundamentals of Nano, Surface Studies and surface modification of 

materials, Nanomaterials for Electronic and Applied Electronic Applications etc. The 

convener of the seminar was Dr. Soumitra Kar. 

 A workshop on 'Big Data and Hadoop' by CSI was held from 3-5th of March. 

  'ROBOTEK'-a workshop in association with IETE was conducted on 25-26th March and 1st-

2nd April. The topics for discussion were Autonomous Robotics (Maze Solver) and fundamentals of 

C. 

 Auspicious Paradigm-giving its name the true justice, brought in a street opus with dance and 

drama fused with melodious songs and heart throbbing live paintings. With its unique cultural 

grandeur, this year AP was held on 12th April under the title “Shattered Dreams” depicting its 

beautiful message that love is liberal.  

 The most  awaited techno-cultural fest  PRAYUKTI 2k17 &  RIVIERA 2k17(24th-27th April) 

took away the whole college into hum of implementing  innovative ideas and talents .Being  

acknowledged endowments, the ECEians performed no less in almost all the events of the tech cum 

cultural fest .An overview of their achievements:-  

PRADARSHAN : 1st prize - Ayan Mukherjee, Saikat Biswas, Souvik Mondal, Krishnendu Sarkar 

(2nd year). 2nd prize -Swastika Mandal, Saurav Mishra, Rahul (2nd year). 

TRACK-O-BOT : 3rd prize - Abhishek Kumar, Ujjawal Kumar, Deepesh Ranjan, Somnath Dutta, 

Subham Madhup (2nd year). 

AQUA-SOCCER: 2nd prize -Anshu Kumar, Anupam Kumar, Rishi Omkar, Aditi Sengupta (1st year). 

3rd prize -Ankur Singh (1st year). 

VINASHAK: 2nd prize - Ravi Raj, Tiyasa Mallick, Aayush Kumar, Saradindu Mazumder (2nd year). 

MANIAC: 2nd prize - Ankur Singh(1st year). 

DE MOVIER: 3rd pize - Akash Adhikary, Pitambar Mandal, Shweta Mondal, Rishav Vatsa, Aman 

Burnwal(1st & 2nd year). 

CIRCUITRIX: 1st prize - Swastika Mondal, Rahul Raj(2nd year). 3rd prize - Saurav Kar Mahapatra, 

Saurav Mishra(2nd year). 

 Riviera 2k17 brought in a renowned and dashing Bollywood singer “Ash King” on its final 

day along with band performances and  fashion show put up by our college students.On the first 

day,we had a Bengali band named “Sourendra & Soumyajit”,and a musical band named “Desi 

Roots”,who with their never ending enthusiasm held us to the ground. 

 

 STUDENTS’ GROUPS  
 NEEDS :                                                                                                                            

The college NGO following its agenda of making many promising contributions to the society 

organized a woolen clothes donation camp for the unprivileged section. The clothes were later on 

donated to an ashram of differentially-abled people. Along with these, they put their efforts in many 

community development programmes such as blood donation camps and clean India movement 

within the college premises. Needs has completed its one year of Ranichak Tuition centre where more 

than 50 unprivileged children are rendered education as well as basic amenities. The group is planning 

to organize a selfie contest very soon. 

 JIGYASA :                                                                                          

Another group which is now a registered NGO giving rays of hope to the deprived section of our 

society is ‘JIGYASA’. Besides focusing on its foremost objective of upliftment of poor, it also 

organized an online event 'Phoenix' for the college students. Another event called 'Pradarshini' was 

organized during the month of December, 2016 to make the underclass society aware of the sprouting 

technologies and their applications. A sports event for the tiny tots was also conducted which included 
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spoon race, biscuit race. Nothing can be as satisfactory as watching those 'Blessings of God' beaming 

with joy in their eyes. 

 HITIAN  INSIDE :                                                                                        

The idea is just the beginning of the story, the subsequent chapters are full of struggles, determination, 

inspiration and the gumption necessary to take chances. The unending urge to sequester music from 

noise compelled  a 2nd year Hitian, Jishnu Samanta and Avinash  Kumar to come up with the idea of 

Hitian Inside. They decided to create a web- based platform for the hitians to reach out to them with 

daily dose of HIT happenings. Having completed four successful years of its evolution, the  members  

now proudly claim that they are not only presenting better ideas but also invoking a  desire of 

creativity among the fresh minds to turn down dreams into reality.  

 TEAM  MANAB & TEAM  VIDYUT:                                                                                                           

Formerly known as "Team Asphalt" the formula student Team of our college lead by Ankit Prasad 

(3rd Year) and Harsh Kumar Jana participated in the event: 'FORMULA BHARAT 2017'. It is very 

heartwarming to know that this team is the only one to qualify in entire West Bengal. We introduce to 

the readers Team Vidyut governing under the captaincy of Nihar Sawar, 4th year, is the first ever GO-

KART team from HIT and also the one and only team from West Bengal participating in 

ULTIMATE KARTING COMBAT 2017(RPM CIRCUIT BHOPAL). 

 STRC- HIT : 

As we are already aware that our college has been the official resource centre for spoken tutorial of 

IIT BOMBAY under NMEICT and MHRD since the last year. This project continuing with its goal of 

providing free training/workshops on open source software offered a huge count of   FOSS workshops 

for the academic session July-December, 2016 just like before. Among   the 470 registered students, 

85 managed to pass the test. Workshops on Scilab, Python, Blender were  organized in our 

department. 

 

 DEPARTMENTAL ACHIEVEMENT  IN SPORTS  
 CRICKET: - ECE won the final trophy in the intra college cricket tournament 2016. 

 FOOTBALL: - The departmental players managed to make through the quarter finals. 

 

 CAMPUS RECRUITMENT FOR ECE STUDENTS  
 The companies which drained out the explicitly talented candidates from the department 

during the session 2016-2017 are: Wipro, Infosys, Think & Learn, Tech Mahindra, IBM, 

CTS, Ericson, Future, Diligence, Aerodeck, Supergas, HPL, Aadani Groups, etc. 
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स��ः परु�तादिभप�ूजतः �यात ्स���तथा प�ृतो र��तः �यात ्। 

सदासतामितवादां��तित�ेत ्सतां व�ृ ंचादद�ताय�व�ृः ॥ 

भावाथ� : 

�य�� के कम� ऐसे ह� �क स�जन लोग उसके सम� स�मान �य� कर� ह�, 

परो� म� भी उनक� धारणाएं सरु��त रह� । द�ु �कृित के लोग� क� ऊलजललू 

बात� सह ल,े और सदैव ��े लोग� के सदाचारण म� �वयं संल�न रहे । 
 



















TASK SCHEDULING IN MULTIPROCESSOR 
EMBEDDED ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS 

PROF (DR) M K PANDIT, ECE DEPT. 

rom smartphones to iPhones, internet 
routers to GPS processors, coffee 
vending machines to electronic water 

purifiers, real-time embedded electronic 
devices are ubiquitous in today’s life. What 
principally makes them so different from 
general processors is their operation in real-
time maintaining a tight deadline. Given the 
multitude of tasks such systems handle, 
accommodating the tasks within their 
respective deadlines is a horrendous job. 
This demands efficient scheduling of the 
tasks. As such, task schedulers are at the 
heart of real-time embedded operating 
systems. 

Schedulers can broadly be classified in two 
categories: static and dynamic. Again, each 
of them can further be segregated in 
deterministic and stochastic types. While in 
static type, allocation slots for the tasks are 
decided before operation starts, in dynamic 
type the allocations are decided and updated 
during run-time as the operation progresses. 
CPU utilization of nearly 100 percent is 
only possible in the dynamic case. In 
deterministic type, the task traffic pattern is 
fixed whereas the stochastic type works 
with statistical task traffic. For multimedia  

IP networking devices like routers, 
stochastic scheduling give high efficiency 
due to their better matching with the traffic 
pattern. 

The incoming task traffic data are stored in 
memory buffers in the form of queues 
before the processor serves them. This 
makes queue management a formidable 
challenge and a deciding factor in an 
embedded device. Good queue management 
ensures low waiting time for the data, low 
error rate of processing and low service 
time variation. Diverse queue service 
disciplines exist, principal among them 
being FCFS (first come first served), SJF 
(shortest job first), EDF (earliest deadline 
first). 

Multiprocessor (multicore) SoCs (system-
on-chips) based systems have growingly 
replaced uniprocessor based ones. The 
former type schedules by taskmigration (Fig 
1). During a job execution, in case, one 
processor (core) gets busy, the remaining 
part of the job is scheduled to a free core. 
This ensures high system resource 
utilization and low waiting time which 
translate to high quality of service (QoS). 

 

 

Figure: Typical migration of tasks (Tis) among different cores. 
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SOLAR ROADWAYS 

MALAVIKA HARIKUMAR (3RD YEAR) 

ost state Department of 
Transportation areno longer 
generating enough income to 

keep up with road repairs. The last few 
decades have brought dramatic 
technological changes to cars, cell phones, 
computers, cameras, and many other 
technologies, but roads remain virtually 
unchanged. 

It is obvious that it is time to modernize 
the highway system. The SR concept takes 
solar technology to a new level. The idea 
is to collect the substantial solar energy 
which hits these surfaces but is currently 
not being utilized like parking lots, 
sidewalks, driveways, tarmacs, plazas, 
bike paths, playgrounds, garden paths, 
pool surrounds, courtyards. In this way, 
they will have a dual purpose: modern 
infrastructure + smart power grid. 

According to research done in US,  It is 
apparent that renewable energy, including 
solar energy, currently meets very little of 
the energy needs for the U.S. Solar 
Roadways is emerging as solar technology 
is advancing and costs of solar cells are 
declining – a perfect combination. Using 
very conservative numbers, calculations 
indicate that if all driving and walking 
surfaces in the U.S. were converted to 
Solar Roadway panels, they could produce 
over three times the electricity used in the 
United States. 

The amount of power produced depends 
entirely upon the amount of sunshine 
available, the degree of shading, 
season/time of the year, time of day, and 
other local microclimatatic factors and the 
ratio between driveway and home or 
parking lot and business.  . 

Another factor to consider is that SR will 
always have the flexibility to use solar 
cells at an affordable price point. SR 
panels will become even more efficient 

over time as new technologies become 
available to keep up with increased 
demand for energy with population 
growth. If Solar Roadways becomes the 
new smart grid - the backbone of the 
energy delivery system, all forms of 
renewable energy can be welcomed into 
the grid with ease because Solar Roadways 
can itself produce massive amounts of 
renewable energy if decisions are made to 
implement it on a major scale, it will 
always be important to support and 
facilitate other forms of renewable energy 
as well. 

Power safety: Currently, power lines are 
either up on poles where they are 
susceptible to damage from storms, wind, 
and ice collection on cables, causing 
breakage and power cuts. If the lines are 
buried, the utility workers have to dig 
them up with shovels, not knowing exactly 
where they are. Gas lines are often nearby, 
posing a danger. Solar Roadways Cable 
Corridors offer a solution. There are two 
sections: one for cables and one for water. 
The cable section offers a “home” for 
cables where they are safe from 
environmental hazards and easy for utility 
workers to access (locked to others).  

Decentralization and Point of Use: Most 
energy systems are centralized, providing 
power from a central location and send it 
out via transmission lines over a long 
distance leading to loss of that valuable 
energy. They are more vulnerable to 

M
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attacks by hackers, terrorists, etc. and 
susceptible to damage from natural 
disasters as well. Entire sections of a 
country can be left powerless. 

A decentralized system such as SR offers 
greater security. Much of the power is 
used near the power source - i.e., 
driveways power homes, parking lots etc.. 
This helps with security: even if a section 
of roadway is completely destroyed by 
some type of disaster, both sides of the 
now damaged road still produce electricity 
- no one loses power. National security can 
be enhanced in every country. Since a 
driveway, supply power in close 
proximity, less energy needs to be 
transported over long distances, resulting 
is less loss. Smaller cables are required, 
saving materials and therefore costs. In the 
SR system, the power is produced closer to 
the point of use. 

Return on Investment:  panels offer a 
wealth of benefits, starting with energy. 
They power homes and businesses with 
clean energy. They do even more. The 
LED lights embedded in the panels make 
painted road lines obsolete. They offer 
flexible line, signage, and even decorating 
options across all SR applications.  The 
heating elements in the panels prevent 
snow and ice accumulation, providing 
safer surfaces for both drivers and 
pedestrians. 

 SR provides energy like rooftop solar 
while also providing an aesthetically 
pleasing alternative driveway surface. The 
panels become the road, become the 
driveway, SR panels are easier to access, 
with none of the danger inherent in 
installing and maintaining panels on roofs. 

AC/DC: Solar cells produce DC energy 
the DC solar energy is converted to AC 
energy by a DC-to-AC converter If solar 
energy became the primary energy source, 
then it would make sense to convert homes 
and businesses to DC. That way, the power 
produced by solar driveways, parking lots, 
roads, etc. wouldn't be wasted by being 

converted from DC to AC and then from 
AC back to DC again. Since heavy duty 
DC motors are available, all common 
household utilities could be run on DC 
power. Appliance manufacturers would 
save money by eliminating the AC-to-DC 
converter circuitry that they would no 
longer need. That savings could be passed 
on to the consumers. Less power loss and 
more savings would be win-win solution. 

Greenhouse Gases and Climate Change: 
It is estimated that approximately half 
(different agencies provide different 
estimates, but the average is about 50-
percent) of the greenhouse gases that are 
causing climate change come from the 
burning of fossil fuels (primarily coal) to 
generate electricity. Solar Roadways, if 
widely adopted, therefore has the ability to 
eliminate half of the greenhouse gases 
currently being produced. This would 
reduce pollution, make the air we breathe 
cleaner and safer, eliminate the 
ramifications of dependence on fossil 
fuels, and help slow climate change, which 
most scientists now agree is happening 
much faster than anticipated. 

Transition to Electric Vehicles: A Solar 
Roadway is an electric road that can 
recharge electric vehicles (EVs) anywhere 
with clean energy from the sun. 
Traditionally, EVs are charged with fossil 
fuels will be able to charge EVs with clean 
renewable energy at home with the help of 
solar driveways, and on solar parking lots 
at restaurants, and while shopping. 
Introduction of EVs could help in 
reduction of greenhouse emissions to a 
minimum amount and also help in 
sustainable growth.  

Eventually, this system will eliminate an 
additional 25-percent of greenhouse gases 
that currently comes from vehicle exhaust, 
giving SR the potential to eliminate 75% 
of greenhouse gases with universal 
adoption. 

 References: www.ijera.com 
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AUGMENTED REALITY & SIXTH SENSE

SAURAV MISHRA (2

ideo games have been entertaining 
us for nearly 30 years, ever since 
Pong was introduced to arcades in 

the early 1970s. Computer graphics have 
become much more sophisticated since 
then, and game graphics are pushing the 
barriers of photorealism. Now, resea
and engineers are pulling graphics out of 
your television- screen or computer 
display and integrating them into real
world environments. This new technology, 
called augmented reality, blurs the line 
between what's real and what's computer
generated by enhancing what we see, hear, 
feel and smell. 

Augmented reality adds graphics, sounds, 
haptic feedback and smell to the natural 
world as it exists. Both video games and 
cell phones are driving the development of 
augmented reality. Everyone from tourists,
to soldiers, to someone looking for the 
closest subway stop can now benefit from 
the ability to place computer
graphics in their field of vision.

The basic idea of augmented reality is to 
superimpose graphics, audio and other 
sensory enhancements over a real
environment in real time. Sounds pretty 
simple. Besides, haven't television 
networks been doing that with graphics for 
decades? However, augmented reality is 

V
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between what's real and what's computer-
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Augmented reality adds graphics, sounds, 
haptic feedback and smell to the natural 
world as it exists. Both video games and 
cell phones are driving the development of 
augmented reality. Everyone from tourists, 
to soldiers, to someone looking for the 
closest subway stop can now benefit from 
the ability to place computer-generated 
graphics in their field of vision. 

The basic idea of augmented reality is to 
superimpose graphics, audio and other 

s over a real-world 
environment in real time. Sounds pretty 
simple. Besides, haven't television 
networks been doing that with graphics for 
decades? However, augmented reality is 

more advanced than any technology 
you've seen in television broadcasts. Some 
of the most exciting augmented
work is taking place in research labs at 
universities around the world.

 In February 2009, at the TED conference, 
Pattie Maes and PranavMistry presented 
their augmented-reality system, which they 
developed as part of M
Fluid Interfaces Group. They call it Sixth 
Sense. Sixth Sense is remarkable because 
it uses simple, off-the-shelf components. It 
is also notable because the projector 
essentially turns any surface into an 
interactive screen. Essentially, the
works by using the camera and mirror to 
examine the surrounding world, feeding 
that image to the phone (which processes 
the image, gathers GPS coordinates and 
pulls data from the Internet), and then 
projecting information from the projector 
onto the surface in front of the user, 
whether it's a wrist, a wall, or even a 
person. Because the user is wearing the 
camera on his chest, Sixth Sense will 
augment whatever he looks at; for 
example, if he picks up a can of soup in a 
grocery store, Sixth Sense ca
project onto the soup information about its 
ingredients, price, and nutritional value 
even customer reviews. 
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Imagine the possibilities: you may learn 
things about the city you've lived in for 
years just by pointing your AR-enabled 
phone at a nearby park or building. If you 
work in construction, you can save on 
materials by using virtual markers to 
designate where a beam should go or 
which structural support to inspect. 
Paleontologists working in shifts to 
assemble a dinosaur skeleton could leave 
virtual "notes" to team members on the 
bones themselves, artists could produce 
virtual graffiti and doctors could overlay a 

digital image of a patient's X-rays onto a 
mannequin for added realism.  

Augmented reality is quickly becoming an 
important technology in the enterprise, 
bridging the digital world and the physical 
world. Accurate, readily available 
information is a human right and AR 
technology will help spread the 
information riches to everyone which 
makes it the future of technology. 

References: 1. www.augment.com 
                  2. www.livesceince.com 
                     3. www.pranavmistry.com 

 

WHY THE TIME ALWAYS MOVE FORWARD? 

SWATI KUMARI (2ND YEAR) 

Have you ever thought about time that, it 

always move forward and never backward, 

why? 

This question is still making physicists 

curious. In order to understand the roots of 

Time's Arrow, two American physicists, A. 

E. Allahverdyan and V. G. Gurzadyan, 

started searching for "dark energy" and the 

Second Law of Thermodynamics. 

Everything seems to have sped up. 

There's something pervading the Universe 

that physically spreads space apart faster 

than gravity can pull things together. The 

effect is small-it's only noticeable when you 

look at far away galaxies-but it's there. It is 

known as Dark Energy- "dark" because no 

one knows what it is. They found that if 

dark energy either doesn't exist or if it pulls 

space together, the planet just fully orbits 

the star without anything interesting 

happening. 

There's no way to tell that an orbit is going 

forward in time from the one going 

backward in time. But if dark energy pushes 

space apart, like it does in our Universe, the 

planet eventually gets thrown away from the 

star on a path of no return. 

This gives us a distinction between the past 

and the future: run time oneway, and the 

planet is flung off, run in other way, and the 

planet comes in and gets captured by the 

star. Dark Energy naturally leads to an 

arrow of time. 

So next time you're late, just blame it on 

dark energy!!! 

Reference: www.sciencealert.com 
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INTERNET OF THINGS (IOT)

AYUSH PRAKASH (2ND YEAR)

The Internet of things is inter

of physical devices embedded with 

electronic devices, software’s, sensors for 

their automatic control. In 2013 Global 

Standard Initiative on Internet of things 

defined IOT as “Infrastructure of t

information society”. Through the use of 

IOT object to be controlled or sensed can 

be used with better efficiency. We can 

easily exchange data over the network 

whenever we want remotely through our 

smart devices even if we are physically not 

present there. They are provided with 

unique codes and do not require human

human or human-to-computer interactions. 

The thing in IOT can be a sensor in 

automobile to sense the indication of 

petrol and alert you when the petrol is low, 

it can be your clap when you

switch on the fan, the door of your house 

which opens automatically when you come 

near the door, the music system of your 

house which gets tuned automatically 

according to the mood and many more. 

“By the year 2020 it is expected that 26 

Billion devices will be part of Internet of 

Things”. IOT is going to sustain a $14 

trillion market which means the scope of 

this sector is very large. 

Impact of IOT on us: Connecting the 

simple objects by IOT can ease our life to 

a great extent. Suppose you wake up 

the geezer is notified prior to start heating 

the water, you need to take breakfast you 

can easily notify you microwave to warm 

the food, the wrist band keeps a vital of 

your daily activities to keep you informed 

about your health. All the things can b

controlled beforehand with a set of 

IOT 
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easily exchange data over the network 

whenever we want remotely through our 

smart devices even if we are physically not 

re. They are provided with 

unique codes and do not require human-to-

computer interactions. 

The thing in IOT can be a sensor in 

automobile to sense the indication of 

petrol and alert you when the petrol is low, 

it can be your clap when you want to 

switch on the fan, the door of your house 

which opens automatically when you come 

near the door, the music system of your 

house which gets tuned automatically 

according to the mood and many more. 

“By the year 2020 it is expected that 26 

vices will be part of Internet of 

Things”. IOT is going to sustain a $14 

market which means the scope of 

Connecting the 

simple objects by IOT can ease our life to 

a great extent. Suppose you wake up and 

the geezer is notified prior to start heating 

the water, you need to take breakfast you 

can easily notify you microwave to warm 

the food, the wrist band keeps a vital of 

to keep you informed 

about your health. All the things can be 

controlled beforehand with a set of 

instructions all you need to do is connect 

your life with IOT. 

Scope and Future of IOT: 

electronics cover a vast aspect of area. All 

the Industries and Organization are really 

interested in integrating IOT 

organization to ease their human work.

Smart city- We all have heard this term 

Smart city. Our government is undertaking 

many efforts to make each and every city a 

smart city. The main aim is integration of 

IOT in city to improve the quality o

people. The use of sensors allows 

collecting data and accordingly taking 

actions so the needs of local chapters are 

fulfilled. 

Smart Transportation-

of transportation services are Ola. Through 

the implementation of IOT they exten

their business to a vast extent. You can 

book a ride whenever and wherever you 

want all you are is a click away.
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electronics cover a vast aspect of area. All 
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As a whole IOT is being implemented in 

each and every sector is it smart city, smart 

home, smart industries, smart farm. The 

major Engineering and IT industries are 

investing more and more money in this 

sector and will continue to do so as they 

understand the potential of this industry. 

So my friends if you are love techs you 

should definitely learn the applications of 

Internet of Thingsas the scope of this 

industry is endless and the day is not very 

far when everything will be just a click 

away. 

References: Wikipedia.org        
electronicshub.org>iot-project-ideas 
Iot-analytics.com

 

SPHERICAL MAGLEV TYRE 

MAYANK PRATAP SINGH (3RD YEAR) 

 

The tyre of the future is a ball. An 

unbelievably sophisticated, nature-inspired, 

magnetic-levitation-infused ball. That’s the 

Goodyear Eagle-360 concept tyre. 

Eagle-360s are essentially high-

tech wheels fully encased in rubber and the 

hypothetical, futuristic car would actually 

hover above the four orbs. As a result, 

the tyres are suspended by electromagnetic 

force, similar to how a mag-lev train 

functions (no physical contact betwee n the 

car and the wheels).Eagle-360 could stop 

then drive sideways into a parking lot or 

parking space, there’d be no such thing as 

excess tread wear on some parts of the tyre, 

because sensors would continually rotate 

the tyre’s orientation to equalize wear. 

Embedded sensors would communicate 

road and weather conditions to the vehicle, 

and then via DSRC (dedicated short range 

communications) and telematics to nearby 

cars, and to the web for wider distribution. 

Biomimicry, making the tyre emulate the 

pattern of brain coral, would have it change 

the tread shape and work like a natural 

sponge, becoming softer in wet conditions 

and dryer when it’s not raining. 

Goodyear’s concept tyres play a dual role in 

the future both as creative platforms to push 

the boundaries of conventional thinking and 

test beds for next-generation technology. 

References: www.digitaltrends.com 
                    Sciencealert.com 
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CANCER
MAGNETIC ROBOT SWARMS COULD COMBAT 

RAJARSHI GHOSH (3RD YEAR)

Magnetically controlled swarms of 
microscopic robots might one day help 
fight cancer inside the body. Over the past 
decade, scientists have shown they can 
manipulate magnetic forces
medical devices within the human body, as 
these fields can apply forces to remotely 
control objects. For instance, prior work 
used magnetic fields to maneuver a 
catheter inside the heart and steer video 
capsules in the gut. 

Previously, scientists also used magnetic 
fields to simultaneously control swarms of 
tiny magnets. In principle, these objects 
could work together on large problems 
such as fighting cancers.
individually guiding members of a team of 
microscopic devices so that each moves in 
its own direction and at its own speed 
remains a challenge. This is because 
identical magnetic items under the control 
of the same magnetic field usually behave 
identically to each other. 

Now, scientists have developed a way to 
magnetically control each member of a 
swarm of magnetic devices to perform 
specific, unique tasks. Researchers s

CANCER FIGHTING 
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MAGNETIC ROBOT SWARMS COULD COMBAT 
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Magnetically controlled swarms of 
microscopic robots might one day help 
fight cancer inside the body. Over the past 
decade, scientists have shown they can 

forces to guide 
medical devices within the human body, as 
these fields can apply forces to remotely 
control objects. For instance, prior work 
used magnetic fields to maneuver a 

inside the heart and steer video 

used magnetic 
fields to simultaneously control swarms of 
tiny magnets. In principle, these objects 
could work together on large problems 

. However, 
individually guiding members of a team of 
microscopic devices so that each moves in 
its own direction and at its own speed 
remains a challenge. This is because 

l magnetic items under the control 
of the same magnetic field usually behave 

Now, scientists have developed a way to 
magnetically control each member of a 
swarm of magnetic devices to perform 

Researchers said 

that the method may enable complex 
manipulations inside the human body.

Initially researchers created a number of 
tiny identical magnetic screws. The 
researchers next used a strong, uniform 
magnetic field to freeze groups of these 
magnetic screws in place. In small, weak 
spots within this powerful
the microscopic screws are free to move. 
Superimposing a relatively weak rotating 
magnetic field could make these free
screws spin. In experiments, the 
researchers could make several magnetic 
screws whirl in different directions at the 
same time with pinpoint accuracy. In 
principle, the scientists noted, they could 
manipulate hundreds of microscopic 
robots at once. 

"One could think of screw
mechanisms that perform tasks inside the 
human body without the need for batteries 
or motors". 

One application for these magnetic swarms 
could involve magnetic screws embedded 
within injectable microscopic
Doctors could use magnetic fields to make 
certain screws spin to open the pills. It 
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that the method may enable complex 
manipulations inside the human body. 

Initially researchers created a number of 
tiny identical magnetic screws. The 
researchers next used a strong, uniform 
magnetic field to freeze groups of these 

ace. In small, weak 
spots within this powerful magnetic field, 
the microscopic screws are free to move. 
Superimposing a relatively weak rotating 
magnetic field could make these free 

In experiments, the 
researchers could make several magnetic 
screws whirl in different directions at the 
same time with pinpoint accuracy. In 
principle, the scientists noted, they could 
manipulate hundreds of microscopic 

ould think of screw-driven 
mechanisms that perform tasks inside the 
human body without the need for batteries 

One application for these magnetic swarms 
could involve magnetic screws embedded 

microscopic pills. 
Doctors could use magnetic fields to make 
certain screws spin to open the pills. It 



could help doctors make sure that cancer-
killing radioactive "seeds" within the pills 
, target and damage only tumors rather 
than healthy tissues, cutting down on 
harmful side effects. Once the pills deliver 
a therapeutic dose of radiation, physicians 
could then use magnets to essentially 
switch the pills off. Another potential 
application could be medical implants that 
change over time. For instance, as people 

heal, magnetic fields could help alter the 
shape of implants to better adjust to the 
bodies of patients. In the future, 
researchers could develop compact and 
magnetic field applicators to control tiny 
magnetic robots, and use imaging 
technologies such as X-ray machines or 
ultrasound scanners to show where those 
devices are located in the body. 

 

TERAHERTZ TRANSMITTER 

ASHITA KUMARI (3RD YEAR) 

 

Could you imagine of a device that is 
capable of delivering data at breathtaking 
speeds of more than 100 gigabits per second 
at a frequency of 300 gigahertz??So here 
comes, a next generation system which can 
transmit digital data over 10 times faster 
than 5G mobile networks, an advance that 
will pave the way for faster downloads and 
improve in-flight network connection 
speeds. 

Well, researchers at Hiroshima University 
showed off a new terahertz transmitter that 
is just as powerful as its predecessors At its 
very best, the transmitter can shuttle data 
at 105 Gb/s, which is 2,100 times faster than 
the peak cellular speeds of 50 megabits per 
second available through LTE. At this 
speed, it’s possible for content equivalent in 
size to a DVD to be sent and received 
within just a fraction of second.  It is the 
first to be based on a CMOS integrated 
circuit, which means it’s potentially more 

viable for commercial base stations or 
devices. 

This is quite a step for this kind of 
technology, because it relies on something 
that is freely available and could be easily 
implemented, compared to all of the other 
techniques.  

The application of the device is to create 
wireless connections for data centers that 
can replace fiber optic cables. And to use 
terahertz waves for front haul or backhaul in 
cellular networks. Other possible 
applications include fast download from 
contents servers to mobile devices and 
ultrafast wireless links between base 
stations. Another completely new 
possibility offered by terahertz wireless is 
high-data-rate minimum-latency 
communications. 

References: www.indiatimes.com › 
Technology › Science and Future 
tech.firstpost.com 
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What’s rare is the 

courage
to follow it to the dark
places where it leads.
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